Very recently, searching for new topological nodal line semimetals (TNLSs) and drum-head-like (DHL) surface states has become a hot topic in the field of physical chemistry of materials. Via first principles, in this study, a synthesized CsCl type binary alloy, TiOs, was predicted to be a TNLS with three topological nodal lines (TNLs) centered at the X point in the k x/y/z = p plane, and these TNLs, which are protected by mirror, time reversal (T) and spatial inversion (P) symmetries, are perpendicular to one another. The exotic drum-head-like (DHL) surface states can be clearly observed inside and outside the crossing points (CPs) in the bulk system. The CPs, TNLs, and DHL surface states of TiOs are very robust under the influences of uniform strain, electron doping, and hole doping. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC)-induced gaps can be found in this TiOs system when the SOC is taken into consideration. When the SOC is involved, surface Dirac cones can be found in this system, indicating that the topological properties are still maintained. Similar to TiOs, ZrOs and HfOs alloys are TNLSs under the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof method. The CPs and the TNLs in both alloys disappear, however, under the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof method. It is hoped that the DHL surface property in TiOs can be detected by surface sensitive probes in the near future. Ó 2020 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Over the past 10 years, topological insulators (TIs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have received widespread attention from researchers around the world. Due to the band inversion effect [6] , the topological insulator has peculiar topological elements, that is, the bulk material exhibits insulating properties, and the surface state exhibits metallic properties. In recent years, investigation of the topological elements has been extended to three-dimensional (3D) semimetal materials [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . This type of material exhibits excellent physical properties [12] [13] [14] (Weyl fermion quantum transport and Hall effects) because it contains different types of topological elements. Therefore, following the TIs, topological semimetals (TSMs) can be regarded as a rising star in the field of quantum materials.
To date, three types of TSMs, namely, Dirac semimetals (DSs), Weyl semimetals (WSs), and topological nodal line semimetals (TNLSs), have been predicted in theory. 3D DSs [15] [16] [17] [18] , including a four-fold degeneracy point near the Fermi level (E F ), can resist external disturbances because they are protected by crystal symmetry and time reversal symmetry (T). Some theoretical works [18] [19] [20] have been done, and these efforts have greatly enriched the members of the 3D DS family. It must be mentioned that some novel topological elements predicted by theory have been experimentally confirmed. For example, Neupane et al. [21] systematically studied the electronic structure of Cd 3 As 2 by means of highresolution angular-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES), and they stated that the Cd 3 As 2 system contains many unusual topological phases. Also, in 3D Na 3 Bi, Liu et al [22] detected 3D Dirac fermions by ARPES with linear dispersion along all the momentum directions. If T or reverse symmetry is broken, the 3D DS will evolve into a WS [23] . The well-known WS materials are the TaAs family, and their special topological elements have been experimentally confirmed [24] .
For Dirac semimetals and WSs, their crossing points (CPs) are distributed at different k points in the Brillouin zone (BZ), while the CPs near the Fermi level (E F ) of the TNLS will form a closed loop [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Many different families and different types of TNLSs are theoretically predicted. Normally, the TNLSs can be roughly divided into three categories, i.e., type I TNLS, type II TNLS, and critical type TNLS [27] . A schematic diagram of these three cases is given in Fig. 1c -e. For critical type TNLSs (see Fig. 1b ), their distinguishing feature is the presence of energy bands feature an intersection between a horizontal and a dispersive band. In type I TNLSs, these bands (see Fig. 1c ) exhibit a traditional conical dispersion in which the electron and hole regions are well separated by energy. In type II TNLSs (see Fig. 1e ), these bands are fully tilted, and their electron and hole states coexist at a given energy. Different types of TNLSs have different special properties [29, 31] , although the different types of TNLSs have a common topological element, namely, the drum-head-like (DHL) surface states [32] [33] [34] . Such a two-dimensional (2D) flat surface band state provides another possible way to achieve high temperature superconductivity [35] . Therefore, searching for new, especially synthetic, TNLSs is very necessary. In this work, we will focus on an old synthesized CsCl-type [36] binary alloy, TiOs. The first observation of the ordered CsCl type TiOs system was reported in the work of Laves and Wallbaum [37] . The lattice parameters obtained experimentally by Laves and Wallbaum were a = b = c = 3.07 Å. Also, Eremenko [38] observed that TiOs melts congruently at 2160 by differential thermal analysis. The lattice parameters obtained by Eremenko in 1966 were a/b/c = 3.081 Å. In this work, by means of first-principles, the lattice parameters of CsCl-type TiOs were optimized, and the calculated results were a/b/c = 3.806 Å. The results in this current work are in good agreement with their experimental values mentioned above.
Based on first principles, we predict that TiOs alloy with the CsCl type structure is a TNLS with three type I nodal lines (NLs) that are perpendicular to each other. What is more, interesting DHL surface band states can be observed when the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect is absent. The effects of uniform strain and hole/electron doping on the electronic structures will also be investigated in detail. In addition, the band structures of CsCl type ZrOs and HfOs alloys have been studied using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) and Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) methods, respectively.
Materials and methods
In this study, the electronic structures of [Ti/Zr/Hf]Os have been calculated using density functional theory (DFT), within the VASP code [39] . The DFT method has proven to be one of the most accurate methods for computation of the electronic structure of solids [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . We also used the projector augmented wave (PAW) method to deal with the interaction between the ion cores and the valence electrons. The PBE [47] parameterization of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [48] was selected to describe the exchange and correlation functionals. For the CsCl type [Ti/Zr/ Hf]Os systems, a plane-wave basis set cut-off of 500 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack special 15 Â 15 Â 15 k-point mesh were used in the BZ integration. The unit cell was optimized until the force and total energy were less than 0.005 eV/Å and 0.0000001 eV, respectively. The surface states of TiOs were investigated in this study via the WannierTools software [49] , according to the method of maximally localized Wannier functions [50, 51] .
As an example, the crystal structure of CsCl type TiOs is exhibited in Fig. 1(f) , and one can see that the Ti occupies the (0.5,0.5,0.5) site, while the Os occupied the (0,0,0) site. A phonon energy calculation of [Ti/Zr/Hf]Os at their equilibrium lattice constants was performed in NanoAcademic Device Calculator (Nanodcal) code [52] . The results are given in Fig. 2 (a-c), and there is no virtual frequency in their phonon band structures, indicating that these compounds in this study are theoretically stable. Fig. 1 (a) exhibits the selected high symmetry points, i.e., C-X-M-C-R-X, in the BZ for CsCl type TiOs alloy. Based on these high symmetry points, the band structures of [Ti/Zr/Hf]Os alloys without SOC via the PBE method were calculated, and the results arecollected in Fig. 3 (a-c). From them, one can see that there are three CPs near the E F in total, and they are along C-X, X-M, and R-X, respectively. These CPs are composed of two dispersions, and the two dispersion bands form a traditional conical dispersion at the CP, indicating that these CPs are of the first type (see Fig. 1c ). What we need to point out is that this Ti/Hf/ZrOs system is protected by T and spatial inversion (P) symmetry, and the spin-less Hamiltonian is always real valued [27] , so the observed three CPs in Fig. 3 (a)-(c) cannot exist in isolation. Instead, they should belong to a TNL or other types of TN structures. In order to explain this more clearly, in Fig. 4 (a) the energy band structure diagram of CsCl-type TiOs in the R-X-M direction is given. From it, one can see two CPs, one along the R-X direction and the other one along the X-M direction, in the k z = p plane. A schematic diagram of the TNL (k z = p plane) where the two CPs are located is also given in Fig. 4(c) . Therefore, one can draw the conclusion that an X-centered TNL is formed in the k z = p plane. Due to the cubic symmetry of the material itself, it is easy to see that there are also two equivalent TNLs that can be observed in the k x = pplane and the k y = p plane (see Fig. 5(a) ). The TNLs are located in the mirror-invariant plane, and these TNLs enjoy the protection of the mirror symmetry M x , M y , and M z , as the three CPs feature opposite M x , M y , and M z eigenvalues.
Results and discussion
As shown in Fig. 4(a) , one can see that that the CPs along the R-X and X-M paths are type I. To further illustrate that all the CPs along the whole first BZ and the X-centered TNL in the k z = p plane are type I, a more detailed calculation was also performed. For CsCl type TiOs, there are fourfold rotation symmetry and mirror symmetry in the k z = p plane, so we do not need to calculate the energy band structure for the whole first BZ. Instead, we can use 1/8 part to reflect the nature of the overall BZ, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . We divided the 1/8 BZ into 5 parts, so in addition to X-R and X-M, we also selected the four additional directions X-A, X-B, X-C, and X-D. The band structures of TiOs along X-M, X-A, X-B, X-C, X-D, and X-R are given in Fig. 5 (c)-(h), respectively. From the figures, one can see that all the CPs along these above-mentioned paths belong to the type I nodal points, and therefore, the TNL in the k z = p plane can also be seen as type I. Noted that a similar situation was reported for CaTe by Du et al. [53] They found that CaTe is a TNLS with three TNLs when the SOC is absent. These three lines are also perpendicular to each other and focused on the M point.
Based on our above discussion, one can conclude that TiOs, ZrOs, and HfOs alloys are newly predicted TNLSs without the SOC effect as calculated by the PBE method. In order to make our results more accurate, the calculations of the band structures of Ti/Zr/HfOs were repeated using the state-of-the-art HSE06 [54] functional, and the results are exhibited in Fig. 3(d )-(f). Unfortunately, for ZrOs and HfOs, the three CPs observed under the PBE method disappeared, and these CPs were converted into three energy gaps. This means that, when using HSE 06, one cannot theoretically observe the novel topological elements of ZrOs and HfOs. For TiOs compound, however, the three CPs still occurred under the HSE 06 method. The DFT+Hubbard correction (DFT+U) calculation for the TiOs system was also carried out in this work, and the results are given in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. Therefore, in the following part of this study, we only focus on one material, namely, TiOs, and study its novel physical properties.
The calculated orbital-resolved band structures of TiOs are shown in Fig. 6 , where the three CPs are formed by two bands crossing each other, which we have marked as Band 1 and Band 2 (see Fig. 6 ). Band 1 mainly arises from the Ti-d orbitals, and Band 2 mainly comes from the Os-d orbitals. Therefore, the three CPs are formed by the hybridization between the Ti-d and Os-d orbitals.
In nodal point-type topological materials, their surface states exhibit a Fermi arc type structure. Unlike the topological elements of this class of materials, the surface states of the TNLS should be DHL-type. To confirm the existence of these particular nontrivial topological, i.e., DHL, surface states, we calculated the projected spectrum of the TiOs (0 0 1) surface along R $ À X $ À M $ in the surface BZ (see Fig. 1(b) ), and the obtained results are given in Fig. 4(b) . In this Figure, we use two yellow balls to indicate the location of the two band CPs (BCPs) along the R-X-M path, and we use black arrows to highlight the DHL surface states. From the figure, one can clearly see that some DHL surface states are located inside or outside the bulk TNLs. Remarkably, between the two BCPs, the DHL surface state appears to be nearly flat. Based on Kopnin et al.'s work [35] , a two-dimensional flat surface state is expected to be a good way to achieve high temperature superconductivity. We hope that the interesting DHL surface states in TiOs can be confirmed by ARPES and scanning tunneling microscopy in the near future.
The effect of uniform strain on the band structure of TiOs was investigated and the results are given in Fig. 7 . The optimized lattice constants under different uniform strains can be seen in Table S1 . As shown in Fig. 7(a)-(d) , 1 GPa, 6 GPa, 10 GPa, and 20 GPa, respectively, were added during the calculations of band structures. In order to verify whether the TiOs is still stable under different uniform strains, the phonon band structures under different strains were calculated. As an example, a phonon band structure at 20 GPa is given in Fig. 2(d) , and one can see that there is no imaginary frequency present, reflecting the proposition that TiOs under these uniform strains are still stable in terms of theory. From Fig. 7 , one can see that the CPs are still maintained, and therefore, the TNL bulk and DHL surface states still exist in CsCl type TiOs under uniform strains ranging from 0 GPa to 20 GPa.
In this work, we will also focus on the effects of electron and hole doping (with a doping concentration of 0.025 carrier per atom [55] ) on the band structures of TiOs. The calculated results are given in Fig. 8 , where one can see that the shape of the band structure of TiOs did not change except for a slight increase (holedoping induced) or decrease (electron-doping induced) in the vicinity of the E F , which indicates that the excellent topological elements, such as the CPs, the TNLs, and the DHL states, in the TiOs system exhibit strong resistance to both the hole doping effect and the electron doping effect. Usually, the Fermi level position, and thereby the carrier concentration, can be adjusted by the use of a gate voltage [56, 57] .
Before closing, we want to discuss the effects of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on the TiOs system because this system contains heavy elements. Generally, the SOC effect will drive the TNL states into other different topological phases. To the best of our knowledge, many TNLSs were predicted without considering the effect of the SOC (see Table S2 ), even though, a transition from the TNL state to an other topological state can be found when the SOC is further added because the SOC generally lifts the degeneracy on the nodal lines. For TiOs, SOC-induced gaps can be found, and the results are exhibited in Fig. 9 . Along the X-M and R-X paths, the values of the opened gaps are comparable to that of CaAgAs [58] , although the SOC-induced gap along C-X is somewhat larger than that of CaAgAs.
In order to further confirm that the topological properties still are maintained in TiOs when the SOC effect is involved, the projected spectrum of the TiOs (0 0 1) surface under the influence of SOC is given in Fig. 10 . From it, one can observe that the surface Dirac cone has appeared, which confirms the occurrence of the nontrivial topological property even when the SOC effect is considered.
Conclusion
In summary, we have predicted that CsCl-type TiOs, ZrOs, and HfOs compounds are TNLSs in the absence of the SOC effect with the PBE method. Under the HSE06 method, however, only the TNL states and the CPs in TiOs are maintained, and novel DHL surface states can be found inside and outside the bulk TNL states of TiOs. With more detailed computations, we can conclude that there are three TNLs centered at the X point and that these TNLs (in the k x/y/ z = p plane) are perpendicular to one another. These TNLs are protected by the T, P, and mirror symmetries. By calculating the orbital-resolved band structures, one can see that the CPs, and even the TNLs, are formed by the hybridization between the Ti-d and Os-d orbitals. The effects of uniform strain, hole doping and electron doping on the electronic structures were investigated, and the calculated results showed that the TNLs are very robust with respect to the above-mentioned effects. SOC-induced gaps can be found in this system, and the gaps almost comparable with that of CaAgAs compound. Surface Dirac cones can be found in this system when the SOC is taken into consideration, indicating that the topological properties are still maintained. Importantly, TiOs was alloy is easy to synthesize, and its crystal properties have already been well studied experimentally. It is hoped that our current work will bring this old material back to the attention of researchers.
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